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Plans for Making a Pepper/Salt Grinder


If any questions or comments on this plan, contact Gary Fader at gbf2home@comcast.net or 
(770) 977-7271.


The dimensions in this plan are for an 8” grinder of the shape shown in the attachment.  For 
other sizes or shapes, the dimensions must be adjusted accordingly.


The drill sizes and other dimensions are for installation of an Artisan Pepper/Salt Grinding 
Mechanism ()50-3650) available from Craft Supplies USA (www.woodturnerscatalog.com)


These instructions are based on those provided on Nick Cook’s website (http://
www.nickcookwoodturner.com/articles.htm)


Body length: 6-1/2 inches.  Cap length: 1-1/2 inches.

Turning blank:  length - approx. 12 inches, diameter - 3 inches


It is assumed the blank has no center hole drilled.  If a hole exists, an alternative method of 
initial mounting must be used.


1. Mount the blank using a spur or screw center in the headstock and a live center in the tail 
stock 

2. Turn to cylinder shape approximately the diameter of the finished grinder (2-3/4 inches). 

3. Mark the layout lines on the cylinder (see attached diagram) 

4. Cut approximately 2 inch diameter,  3/8 long tenons on each end and next to the saw kerf 
area to fit the your scroll chuck, and then use a parting tool to reduce the diameter next to 
the tenons to prepare for cut-off.  Also reduce the diameter of the saw kerf to prepare for 
cut-off.  Important: Mark the body to indicate which end faces to the top. 

5. Remove the blank, use a band or hand saw to separate the body from the cap and cut off 
excess from end tenons. 

6. Mount the base on a scroll chuck with top toward headstock.  Use live center in tailstock to 
align. 

7. Mount 1-1/2 forstner bit in a Jacobs chuck in tailstock.  Drill 3/8 beyond base of tenon on 
slow speed (500 rpm) 

8. Mount 1-3/16 forester bit in tailstock and drill 1/8 beyond first recess. (Alternative 
approach: Perform step #9 first.  Then insert the female part of the grinding mechanism and 
draw the outline of the circumference of the circle. Put the tool rest at the end of the body, 
then use a parting tool, or square-nose tool in scraping position, to cut a shoulder inside 
the circle 1/8 deep.) 

9. Mount 1-1/16 inch forstner drill bit in tailstock and drill at least half way through base. Back 
out drill frequently to remove shavings and avoid overheating the drill bit. 

10. Remount base with bottom end in chuck and top end on live center.   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11. Make finish cut (flat) on top surface of base (now at tailstock end) and reduce tenon to less 
than 1 inch diameter.   

12. Mount 1 inch forstner bit in tail stock and drill into base until meeting the opposing center 
hole.  Set aside the base. 

13. Mount the cap in the scroll chuck using the top tenon. 

14. Turn a 1 inch diameter tenon approximately 3/4 inches long. (This needs to rotate snugly in 
the base center hole, so sneak up on the diameter while testing the fit in the base center 
hole). 

15. Make a finishing flat cut from the perimeter toward the tenon. 

16. Mount a 3/4 forstner bit in tailstock and drill an 1/8 deep hole in cap tenon. 

17. Mount a 1/4 drill in tail tock and drill through cap.  Remove cap from lathe. 

Test and size mechanism:

 
Press spring bar into into base recess

Insert both halves of grinder mechanism and shaft through base hole

Hold parts in place, and then hold the cap adjacent to the base with the mating 
surfaces touching and the shaft on the side of the cap. Mark on cap at the center point 
of the shaft screw threads. (If you plan to install a crown button, allow additional length 
for it)

Remove the mechanism 

Mount a (Poplar) waste block in scroll chuck and turn a jam chuck with 1-1/2 diameter tenon, 1 
inch long. 

18. Mount base bottom on jam chuck and top on live center, remove bottom tenon. 

19. To shape base and cap separately, make another jam chuck with recess to fit tenon on cap: 
Drill 1 inch diameter hole in the jam chuck, with same depth as tenon length. 

20. Turn base and cap shapes (see attached drawing for example shapes and dimensions).  
Remove most of the tenon on top of the cap as the cap is shaped.  If using a crown on cap, 
turn separately with own tenon, drill corresponding hole on top of cap, and glue on. 

21. Sand base and top: 150, 180, to 220 grit 

22. Apply finish, e.g., Minwax Antique Oil Finish and wax works well 

23. Assembly: 

• Drill 5/64 screw holes in cap and attach the turn plate

• Place retainer plate into the base.  Drill 3/32 pilot screw holes, starting drill at start angle, 

then straighten, to avoid breaking through wood wall.

• Insert spring bar in base recess and press female portion of grinder into spring bar

• Slide male portion of grinder, then spring, onto shaft, then insert shaft assembly through 

spring bar

• Attach the retainer plate.

• Mount cap and knob 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Pepper/Salt Grinder Turning Cylinder Layout
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